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Introduction
Today, 3-tesla MRI plays an increasingly significant role  
in the world of medical imaging. Approximately 1,250  
to 1,300 MRI scanners are operated in France, 85% of 
which are 1.5-tesla systems, and 15% of which are  
3-tesla systems. 

In France, up to now, 3T MRI scanners have mainly 
been used in university hospitals or for research purposes. 
However, private entities are now increasingly tending  
to opt for the high-field MRI systems.

The Economic Interest Group IRM74 is also affected  
by this change of direction in the choice of field strength. 
In 2019 and 2020, for instance, our fleet of MRI scanners 
was enhanced by two new MAGNETOM Lumina with  
BioMatrix systems, one at the Annecy-Genevois Hospital 
site (Metz-Tessy, 20191) and the other at our Annecy site, 
where it replaced a MAGNETOM Aera system (Fig. 1A–D).

A total of seven MAGNETOM MRI systems from  
Siemens Healthineers are currently used by our facility: 
• 1.5T: MAGNETOM Avanto Fit (x1),  

MAGNETOM Aera (x1),  
MAGNETOM Amira with BioMatrix (x1),  
MAGNETOM Altea with BioMatrix (x2)

• 3T: MAGNETOM Lumina with BioMatrix (x2)
The aim of this article is to share our experience of this 
new innovation and to give our radiology colleagues  
(technologists) a better understanding of 3-tesla MRI. 

The advantages, explained by physics
Improved signal-to-noise ratio
Increasing the magnetic field strength increases the proton 
mass (E) aligned in parallel with B0, which is responsible, in 
particular, for producing more signal.

where	γ	is	the	gyromagnetic	ratio,	and	ђ	is	Planck’s	 
constant. 

The signal-to-noise ratio formula is

where	ω0 is the Larmor frequency (which depends on B0),  
f (T1,T2)	is	the	relaxation	factor,	and	Δω	is	bandwidth	 
detection.

With a static magnetic field strength (B0) (changing 
from 1.5 to 3-tesla), the signal-to-noise ratio obtained  
at 3T is twice that obtained at 1.5T2.

This increase in the signal-to-noise ratio prinicipally  
has two benefits:
• Increased spatial resolution (Figs. 2, 3, and 4)
• Reduced acquisition time

1 Mauris C., Fernandes G., Dechâtre N. and Jaccoud A., Introducing 3T MR Imaging with the New MAGNETOM Lumina,  
MAGNETOM Flash (75) 4/2019, RSNA Edition 2019, 16-23.

2 This 2-fold increase is a theoretical increase. In practice, depending on the examined body region the effective gain in SNR is lower (or higher) also depending on  
T1/T2 times, effect of gadolinium, etc. Semelka et al. show that the statistically significant increase in SNRs in various abdominal tissues ranged from 1.3- to 3.5-fold  
at 3T compared to 1.5T. (See also Ramalho M, Vasco H, Semelka RC, et al. Quantitative and Qualitative Comparison of 1.5 and 3.0 Tesla MRI in Patients With Chronic 
Liver Diseases. JMRI 29:869–879 (2009) https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/jmri.21719)

Equation 1
ΔE = γ ∙ ђ ∙ B0

Equation 2
~ ω0 ∙ � (T1,T2)

S
N

Equation 3
SNR (3T) = 2 ∙ SNR (1.5T)
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1   MAGNETOM Lumina with 
BioMatrix XK 36/200 MRI 
system (1A–1C) equipped 
with an Interflex pneumatic 
door (1D).
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2   Examination to monitor 
multiple sclerosis on a 
MAGNETOM Lumina 3T  
(tra_cs_space_dark_fluid_3D_
iso (2B) with sagittal (2A) and 
coronal (2C) reconstructions) 
compared with the previous 
examination performed on  
a MAGNETOM Aera 1.5T 
(sag_caipirinha_space_ 
dark_fluid_3D_iso (2D) with 
transversal (2E) and coronal 
reconstructions (2F)).
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these two aspects will also enable us to achieve a reduced 
acquisition time.

However, increasing the magnetic field also has  
a disadvantage as it is also responsible for a greater suscep-
tibility effect (distortion, signal loss at air/tissue interfaces) 
which makes shimming optimization even more important.

The chemical shift artifact is also increased which  
is a challenge particularly when using CSI.

An increase in magnetic susceptibility artifacts. 
Due to the increased magnetic field, spin dephasing  
plays a more significant role as the T2* effect does which  
produces a greater susceptibility effect, and the size  
of the artifact is also more important as it improves  
detection of microbleeding.

3 Colafati, G.S., Rossi, E., Carducci, C. et al. Half-dose versus full-dose macrocyclic gadolinium at 3-T magnetic resonance imaging in pediatric bone and soft-tissue 
disease. Pediatr Radiol 48, 1724–1735 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1007/s00247-018-4204-y

3   Peritendinous flexor tendon sheath effusion from the carpal tunnel to the long fingers with the sequence PD FS TSE COR sms – 2.5 mm,  
400 x 640, FOV 138 x 220 (3A) and PD FS TSE SAG – 2.5 mm, 384 x 384, FOV 120 (3B). Synovial effusion with the sequence PD FS TSE  
TRA sms, 2 mm, 266 x 448, FOV 71 x 120 (3C).

3A 3B 3C

4   Disinsertion of the radial 
enthesis of the TFCC joint disk 
(white arrow) associated with 
a distal radioulnar joint 
effusion (petrol arrow) with 
the sequence PD FS TSE COR 
sms – 2.5 mm, 352 x 352, 
FOV 80 x 80. Cyst on the 
palmar side of the wrist joint 
(orange arrow) with the 
sequence PD FS TSE TRA sms 
– 2.5 mm, 280 x 560,  
FOV 70 x 140.

Equation 4

Size of Susceptibility artifact ~ (Δ Susceptibility) ∙ B0 ∙ TE
Bandwidth

In theory, the difference in contrast between  
the tissues and the gadolinium is greater. 
Despite the lower relaxivity of contrast agents (CA)  
at 3T in relation to 1.5T, the shortening effect on T1  
remains greater at 3T (Fig. 5) in their presence.

In addition, thanks to the lengthening of T1 (Table 1), 
3T enables T1 to be enhanced by the contrast agents  
(Fig. 6) which suggests that smaller doses of contrast 
agent can be injected.

As previously mentioned when discussing the issue  
of injected volumes in pediatrics3, our future work will  
focus on decreasing the dose of gadolinium contrast agent 
injected into the patient on the MAGNETOM Lumina  
system in prostate, abdominal, and MRA imaging. 

In spectroscopy, there are various advantages  
of higher field 
Firstly, the much larger chemical shift improves spectral 
resolution. The signal contribution improves differentiation 
of low concentrations of metabolites. Combined together, 
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Therefore, in the absence of a 180° RF pulse, as for spin 
echo sequences, GRE-type sequences are more sensitive  
to magnetic susceptibility. The use of conventional GRE  
or SWI sequences (Fig. 7) for the detection of bleeding, 
brain perfusion in stroke or tumor studies, and BOLD-type 
functional MRI sequences will therefore be improved at 3T.

T1 [ms]

Tissue 0.35T 1.0T 1.5T 3.0T

Fat 201 241 259 292

Liver 284 423 493 641

White Matter 474 683 787 832

Gray Matter 588 813 921 1331

Skeletal muscle 471 732 868 1162

Blood 1200 1500

CSF 4430 4500

Table 1: T1 value depending on magnetic field strength.5   Greater shortening effect of T1 with 3T versus 1.5T  
with contrast agents.

Shortening effect on T1 for the liver: 1.5T vs. 3T

T1 observed = 1/(1/T1 + [CA]*r1)

T1	liver	with	1.5T	≈	600	ms
T1	liver	with	3T	 ≈	800	ms
CA is concentrated by 0.1 mmol/l
r1 1.5T = 5 l/(mmol*s) 
r1 3T = 4,8 l/(mmol*s)

With 1.5T
T1 observed = 1/(1/0.6 + 0.1*5) = 461 ms (23% reduction)

With 3T
T1 observed = 1/(1/0.8 + 0,1*4,8) = 578 ms (28% reduction)

6   Monitoring a right temporal-insular glioblastoma with a left 
frontal metastasis, a few millimeters in size. Operated right 
temporal and insular lesions. Review following chemoradio- 
therapy. Regarding the right temporal insular region, this contrast 
uptake progresses towards the insular region, the splenium of  
the corpus callosum, and the internal capsule on the T1 TSE TRA 
sequence (6A) performed on a MAGNETOM Lumina 3T compared 
with the previous MRI performed on a MAGNETOM Aera 1.5T (6B). 
Appearance of new contrast uptakes of the left cingular gyrus.  
A very good contrast is confirmed after injection of the contrast 
agent.

6B6A

Time-of-flight imaging with better contrast (Fig. 8)
The increase in the static magnetic field B0 enables  
lengthening of T1 and results in improved saturation  
of the spins in stationary tissue and therefore improves 
contrast. At 3T, the SNR makes it possible to optimize  
spatial resolution and therefore to improve the detection  
of small blood vessels (better inflow effect). The distal  
vessel view is therefore a real improvement.

7   Examination to monitor microbleeding, indicating a cerebral 
amyloid angiopathy (CAA) on a MAGNETOM Lumina 3T (SWI  
TRA MIP (7A)) compared with its previous examination acquired 
on a MAGNETOM Altea 1.5T (SWI TRA MIP (7B)).

7A 7B
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Disadvantages and solutions  
to resolve them
Acoustic noise increase
At 3T, acoustic noise increases, in theory, in relation to the 
1.5T system as the magnetic field is stronger and therefore 
the vibrations produced by the strong currents passing 
through the copper (gradient) coils should be multiplied in 
proportion to the field. In practice, however, this is not the 
case, as the 3T gradient amplifiers and shock absorbers  
(filter behind the amplifiers) compensate for this noise so 
that, ultimately, a 3T system only produces slightly more 
noise than a 1.5T system.

It is important to provide the patient with all the  
necessary hearing protectors such as ear plugs and head 
phones.

Less T1 contrast between tissues 
Mainly observable in neurological and spinal imaging, this 
issue can present a real challenge especially for radiologists 
who have to become familiar with this particular differenti-
ation between tissues with a “flattened contrast” effect,  
especially in TSE (Fig. 9), and who have to accept that  
they must adapt their clinical routine to accommodate this 
constraint.

This loss of T1 contrast for tissues at 3T in relation  
to 1.5T is related to the increase in T1 which leads to  
a convergence of the relaxation times of white and gray 
matter (Fig. 10). This reduction in contrast can also be  
observed when comparing healthy tissue and pathological 
tissue.

8   TOF TRA sequences performed on the same patient, reconstructed in MIP in different planes, obtained on a MAGNETOM Altea 1.5T (8A)  
and then on a MAGNETOM Lumina 3T (8B). Notable improvement in the view of the circle of Willis and the distal arteries at 3T.

8A

8B

9   T1 TRA obtained on a MAGNETOM Aera 1.5T in TSE (9A) and on a 
MAGNETOM Lumina 3T with the sequences TSE (9B), SPACE MPR 
(9C), and GRE (9D).

9A 9B

9C 9D
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So the result is poorer differentiation between gray matter 
(GM) and white matter (WM), especially with spin echo 
(SE) or turbo spin echo (TSE) sequences.

In addition to this natural “loss” in contrast, a cross-talk 
phenomenon also exists whereby each slice saturates  
the signal of its adjacent slice (Fig. 11). This phenomenon 
is particularly related to
• the gap between slices (the larger the gap, the less 

cross talk there is);
• the slice excitation profile (“No SAR” – “normal” –  

“rapid” RF pulse mode);
• the flip angle (with greater sensitivity with SE than  

in GRE).
With SE, the RF pulses act like magnetization transfer puls-
es which therefore “flatten” the contrast in neuro imaging. 

The only neuro indications that benefit from lengthen-
ing of T1 are TOF (no more slice entry phenomenon  
and improved suppression of stationary tissue), ASL,  
and perfusion.

Solution: Use gradient echo-type sequences which  
are less sensitive to this phenomenon than spin echo  
sequences, such as a FLASH sequence (rapid, low SAR,  
less magnetization transfer effect, and good WM-GM  
contrast) but also less sensitive on small lesions, entry  
slice phenomenon, so vessels appear spontaneously  
as a hypersignal without the use of any contrast agents.

It is also possible to work with TSE-type sequences  
using inversion recovery pulse sequences in order to  
improve contrast, but care should be taken when using 
contrast agents with this type of sequence.

The magnetic susceptibility artifacts are increased
As mentioned above, this can be an advantage of the  
T2 gradient echo sequences. It can, however, also be a  

10   T1 1.5T (10A) longitudinal relaxation curves versus 3T (10B) for white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM) showing that their differentiation 
decreases at 3T, and therefore the contrast is weaker.

10A 10B

disadvantage, particularly if there are any metal objects  
in the patient. Field distortion and loss of signal, already 
observed with 1.5T systems, will be even greater.

Solution: Spin echo sequences can be prioritized  
as they present less heterogeneity of the field due to their 
180° rephasing pulse. The TE can also be reduced to  
minimize dephasing. To do so, it can be useful to increase 
the bandwidth, taking account of the resulting drop in  
signal-to-noise ratio. As far as possible, increasing the  
matrix to decrease the voxel size can also reduce this  
artifact. Prioritize saturation with IR (STIR) or using  
WARP-type options with VAT or even SEMAC for which  
it is necessary to optimize SAR management.

The B1 artifact
There is one artifact – the B1 artifact – that can be  
observed at 3T but not at 1.5T. This is characterized by a 
non-homogeneous signal or even a loss of signal (Fig. 12). 

B0 corresponds to the main magnetic field, whereas B1 
corresponds to the radio frequency field. Therefore, the B1 
artifact is related to a problem involving the use of radio 
frequency waves.

This problem results from a far greater and more  
intense variation of the flip angles at 3T which result in a 
lack of contrast uniformity and a possible loss of signal.

The variations in the B1 (RF) field do not depend on the 
manufacturer but are related to patients themselves, and 
to the body region being investigated.

Therefore, significant variations in flip angles lead  
to a variability in the excitation of spins which respond  
differently in terms of contrast and signal.

This phenomenon is often reduced to the dielectric  
effect by considering the wavelengths in the tissues  
as a function of the strength of the magnetic field:  
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11A

11B

Ideal slice profiles

Actual slice profiles

11   Each slice affects the signal of adjacent 
slices through cross-talk. 
With permission from www.mriquestions.
com, ©2020 AD Elster, ELSTER LLC

12   B1 artifact characterized by a signal void (orange arrow) on TSE SAG T1 (12A) and T2 (12B) sequences.

12A 12B

cross-talk
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7.0T

3.0T

1.5T

λ	=	11	cm

λ	=	26	cm

λ	=	52	cm

In order to mitigate any risk to the patient, RF exposure  
levels are set by the IEC (International Electrotechnical 
Commission) with, in particular, IEC 60601-2-33 (3rd  
Edition) (Table 2).

Solution: For the patient’s safety and to optimize the  
duration of the examination, the sequence order should  
be anticipated when designing the acquisition protocol. 
For example, after an SAR intensive sequence such as a  
TSE sequence with a high echo train length or an STIR  
sequence with an inversion recovery pulse, it is advisable 
to continue with a sequence that has less energy, such  

At 3T, the wavelengths become the same size as, or even 
smaller than, the regions being investigated (Fig. 13).
The phenomenon is mainly observed in thicker body  
regions such as the abdomen and pelvis, and also in  
skull investigations.

Solution: The issue has been adressed with the intro-
duction of TrueForm technology, where the phase of the 
exitation is modulated in a way that more homogeneous 
excitations are achieved in large exam volumes. In  
addition, and in case of still pronounced artifacts, it  
is possible to select a B1 image filter instead of “pre-scan  
normalize” or “normalize” filters.

The SAR is much higher than at 1.5T
The SAR is defined as the RF power absorbed per unit of 
mass of a patient, and is measured in Watts per kilogram 
(W/kg). We can also say that it is the amount of energy per 
unit of time and dissipated in the body.

It is proportional to B0
2 and therefore:

with the same flip angle and the same RF pulse (same 
shape and length).

σ	is	the	tissue	conductivity,	ω0 is the Larmor precessional 
frequency – (reminder ω = γ ∙ B0), and m is the body mass.

This can lead to an increase in the patient’s body  
temperature. 

Whole-Body SAR Partial Body SAR Head SAR

Body Region Whole-Body Partial Body Head

Normal (W/kg) 2 2–10 ɑ 3.2

First Level (W/kg) 4 4–10 ɑ 3.2

Second Level (W/kg) > 4 > (4–10) ɑ > 3.2

Short duration SAR The SAR limit over any 10 s period shall not exceed two times the stated values

Table 2:  SAR limits for volume transmit coils (averaging time of 6 min) 
ɑ: The limit scales dynamically with the ratio “exposed patient mass / patient mass”  
Normal operating mode: Partial body SAR = 10 W/kg – (8 W/kg * exposed patient mass / patient mass) 
First level controlled operating mode: Partial body SAR = 10 W/kg – (6 W/kg * exposed patient mass / patient mass) 
Averaging time of 6 minutes.

Equation 5
SAR with 3T = 4 ∙ SAR at 1.5T

Equation 6
SAR ~

σω0
2 |B1|2

m

13   RF wavelengths in tissue as a function of field strength.  
With permission from www.mriquestions.com, ©2020 AD Elster, 
ELSTER LLC
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as a gradient echo sequence. This means that the patient 
will not be exposed to a high energy deposition for an 
overly long period of time and also makes it possible to 
avoid lengthy acquisition pauses between each sequence. 
To reduce the SAR: 
• increase the TR, which will allow more time between 

each RF wave, reducing the frequency of energy  
deposition in the patient. However, the acquisition 
time is longer. 

• reduce the number of slices therefore less RF pulses 
are necessary.

• reduce the flip angle to reduce the energy transmitted 
to the patient.

• reduce the echo train length making it possible to  
reduce the number of successive RF pulses over time.

• remain in Normal mode (do not go to First Level).  
Note that you should not go to First Level for pregnant 
women, pediatric patients, people approaching death, 
sedated patients, or patients with fever. The patient 
must be monitored carefully and the room tempera-
ture must fulfill the recommended requirements.

At 3T, other solutions are possible to reduce the SAR. There 
is a higher signal-to-noise ratio and therefore more room 
for maneuver in terms of image optimization. This makes  
it possible to use acceleration factors such as parallel  
imaging, thereby limiting the number of RF waves.

Conclusion
While 3T MRI offers undreamt of possibilities, it can  
also be a source of concern compared to managing  
conventional 1.5T systems. 

A static magnetic field (B0) that is twice as powerful 
generates more signal, enables acquisition times to be  
reduced, and leads to more resolved imaging. In practice, 
however, this increase in the static field also can generate 
undesirable physical phenomena – although these can  
be easily overcome. 

As is often the case with MRI, it’s all about  
compromise! 

14   Pop-up window indicating that the SAR limits have been exceeded 
and prompting the user to change their settings in order to remain 
in Normal SAR mode. Suggestions for changing the number of 
slices, the TR and the flip angle are directly accessible. It is also 
possible to go to First Level.

Contact 
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